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YES! This must-have toddler title sheds light on some concepts with a comical flair that will make

readers HAPPY.A towering ice-cream cone makes Baby HAPPY. But when that delectable treat

goes splat, it makes Baby SAD. And how quickly HAPPY turns to SAD when a favorite red balloon

flies away! Even the littlest listeners will relate to this playful look at a pair of emotions that are part

of every babyâ€™s day.
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We love all of the other Leslie Patricelli books, but this one does not have good examples. They

have the daddy leaving the room when baby goes to bed, "sad baby." My child does not get sad

when we leave the room so she doesnt understand the example and I dont want her to get sad

when he leave her at night in her bed. Another examples shows baby with no clothes on happy,

baby with clothes on sad. Last there is a happy baby in the mud and a sad baby in the bath. Again

depending on your child's age a little one under 3 might not understand why those things create

happiness and sadness so I don't recommend this book. We LOVE No No Yes Yes, BIG Little,

Quite LOUD and Yummy Yucky though.

We love this Patricelli book almost as much as the others. As usual, my toddler loved it initially



because the baby in the book has nipples, a welcome detail that other books (infuriatingly) leave

out.My two-year-old is fascinated by emotions, and loves the pendulum sway of baby happy, baby

sad...baby happy, baby sad. Of course you have to fill in the details and describe what's happening

with your own words--that's the point of reading to children, isn't it?I love this book, in particular,

because it makes my child squeal with glee because he empathizes with the baby--like the baby in

the book, mud makes him happy and shampoo makes him sad. Playing with the cat makes him

happy; a fleeing cat (whose tail has been pulled) makes him sad, too. This baby, my child thinks,

knows a thing or two about real baby emotions.My only problem with the book is that it portrays

nighttime as a scary abandonment--dark room, baby crying and reaching for daddy who is leaving

baby alone in the crib = baby sad; morning with dad re-entering room makes baby happy. We read

it with a different emphasis--when baby is sad in bed, daddy comes to help. When baby is happy in

the morning, daddy comes to join him!Even with this need for an editorial change that quiets, rather

than heightens, nighttime anxiety, we all love this book. I rank it third to No no yes yes and quiet

loud.

i'm a big fan of leslie particelli's other books (Quiet Loud, Yummy Yucky, Binkie), and was excited to

order this one. however, my overall first impression was not a good one. the illustrations are great,

as usual, but the only text in the book is "baby happy baby sad", and it left me wanting more, and i

find myself adding words, descriptions etc when i read this to my daughter. perhaps this book is

best for older children.

This is a lovely picture book for the little ones. My 2 year old was drawn to the happy and sad faces.

I love that he can look at the pictures and know what the book is about even if its not being read. I

have many of these books by Leslie Patricelli and my 2 yr old has loved them all!

Adorable little pictures in this book.... That's it! There is only one phrase in each page " baby happy"

"baby sad", that's it nothing else but that. I'm quite aware that you would explain what is on the

pictures to your child but if this what I knew it said on each page there is no way I would of bought it!

I'm very disappointed in this purchase! I love the author but next time I will read the reviews on

these books before I even buy them.

At first I thought this was too young for my 3 year old, because he's understanding about several

more emotions - but what it is great for, is teaching that "sad" is OK and normal. His parents want



him to be happy all the time, whether or not he is. Therefore, it gives him permission to be authentic.

There are better books for teaching emotions, but this one is a great starter. The other thing I love

about these books is how simple they are, and how they encourage conversation between the

reader and the child. Rather than simply getting lost in reading the text, these books better allow for

engaging a child and that is why I really love them.

Did not like this book... every page is so boring, same sentence over and over, "baby happy baby

sad". Even my daughter did not like it... its totally boring and nothing will excite or amaze you with

this book. But if you are in the mood, you can use your imagination and create a story for every

page why baby is happy and why baby is sad based on the pictures..., thats the only positive thing i

can say about it.
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